Isomerization of a binary sigma-promoter DNA complex by transcription activators.
Multisubunit RNA polymerases are targets of sophisticated signal transduction pathways that link environmental or temporal cues to changes in gene expression. Here we show that the sigma 54 protein (sigma54), responsible for promoter specific binding by bacterial RNA polymerase, undergoes a nucleotide hydrolysis dependent isomerization on DNA. Changes in protein structure are evident. The isomerization has all the known requirements of sigma 54-dependent transcription, including a dependence on enhancer binding activator proteins and occurs independently of the core RNA polymerase. We suggest that activator driven changes in sigma54 conformation trigger the conversion of a transcriptionally silent RNA polymerase conformation to one able to interact productively with template DNA. Our results illustrate the types of changes that must occur for multisubunit complexes to manipulate DNA, and show that transcription activators can remodel key nucleoprotein structures to achieve direct activation of transcription.